
A WHYMPER PILGRIMAGE

in her dining room, gave us a detailed history of the old staging inn. Apparently her
family had bought the hotel from the original proprietor, who had previously
worked in London (hence its name) in about 1880 at a time when Chatillon was not
noted for the excellence of it hostelries. But the new owner quickly made his
mark, causing no less an authority than Douglas Freshfield to note that 'the Hotel
de Londres has now fallen into good hands and can be thoroughly recommended'.5

It was Madame who informed us that the Carrel-Whymper group was the work
of the sculptor Eugene Mus, who was clearly a friend of her grandfather who had
bought the hotel around 1880. She showed us a set of chairs, a sideboard and an
uncomfortable looking settle all of which pieces of furniture had been magnificen
tly carved by the sculptor in the heavy style of the period. Finally, to our surprise
and delight, she described how, dUl'ing the last war, she had personally taken down
the cherished plaque from the wall (no mean feat!) and hidden it from the
Germans.

There are episodes, unexpected ones, that occur in one's life which leave
indelible impressions and this was one of them. Madame was charming and was
obviously delighted that 4 strange Englishmen should suddenly appear out of the
blue and ask to be allowed to admire the sculptural plaque she had saved from the

aZIS.

Nothing could have been more surprising as a climax to our Alpine holiday in
the Val d'Ao'ta than this pilgrimage to the Hotel de Londres at Chatillon with its
unexpected revelations and emotive sympathies.
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Mountaineering in winter
Some expeditions in the Lake District'
H. A. Gwynne

The regular habitue of the Alps, who looks forward to the winter months as a
period when he cannot indulge in his favourite pastime, and sighs for the return of
the summer and the opening of the mountain hotels, may, after all, find some
congenial work in the Lake District when the winter snows have accumulated in the
gullies, and an ice-axe i a nece~sity for most expeditions. He may pass some
pleasant moments hacking out steps in a hard snow-couloir at angles varying from
45° to 20°. He may have ome of the finest rock-climbing to be had anywheJ'e

when a few soft, balmy days have melted away the thin incrustation of ice.
The short days ofwinter are compensated for by the comparatively low elevation

of the Lake peaks. In no case is there a mountain which cannot be comfortably
ascended and descended within 8 or 9 hours. Indeed, in most cases a man can have
a fair amount of climbing and conquer 2 or 3 summits before going down into tlle
valley. For instance, from Wastdale Head the climber can do one of the many
routes on the Pillar Rock, can amuse himself among the rocks of Great End, and
fmish his day by ascending one of the ghylls in the face of Great Gable, and be
down again before nightfall.

Reprinted from Pall Mall Budget 10 March 1892.
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There is a great \,'alll, however, which is not likely to be remedied for some time.
There are no guides capable of showing the moulllaineer who is a stranger' IQ the
district the diflerelll routes and climbs that have already been done. Certainly at the
Wastdale Head Hotel there is a list of the climbs in the neighbourhood, but they
are not-and perhaps are not meant to be-sufficielllly clear for an elllire stranger.
Indeed, unless he is a rock-climber of great experience, it would be absolute folly
for him IQ attempt the great majority of the climbs there set forth. The Napes

eedle, for example-a description of which has appeared in the Pall Mall
BudgetZ-is as difTicult a climb as can well be imagined. When it becomes beller
known, I am afraid thal there will surely be some accidelll if it is allacked by
climbers of even ordinary skill, and if men without experience allempt it I should
advise prussic acid as a much cheaper, though perhaps less romalllic, mode of self
destruct ion.

There i a route up the Pillar Rock, straight up from the Ennerdale Valley, that
has been discovered by Mr Haskell-Smith and Mr T. W. Robinson. 3 I sincer-ely
hope that it will never be minutely deso-ibed, for-tO put it tersely-it is a regular
'beast'. I had the good fortune to be taken up by some members of the Alpine Club
who have frequetlled the district nearly every winter. and who were obliging
enough to haul me up. A slight deviation wa made from the original route. Thel-e
was a mass of smooth rock almost perpendicular. Along the top was a crack \"here
the lingers could just be inserted. As 101' foothold, there was none. There were two
alternatives-either to lollow the old route and be lowered by the rope illlo a gully,
where 101' some kw minutes you are hanging between sky and earth. or to traverse
this smooth rock, trusting 10 the strength of your arms. Mr G. A. Solly, one of our
party, succeeded in efleeting this dilficult traverse, and I have no hesitation in
saying that it \,'as as brilliant a piece of rockwork as any mountaineer could wish to
sec, and only a man of his iron ner-ve and strong arm would have succeeded.

The dilliculty of the rock-climbs in the district will, I hope, be made plain and
will deter anybody but first-rate climbers from attempting them. But I do not mean
by this to dissuade the would-be climber from doing anything in the Lake District.
Ifonly he would be contelll to begin his apprellliceship, as in all things, and gain a
certain amoulll of experience before going in 101' the Drus and Geants of England,
there would be little lear of accidents. But if a man is determined to kill himself
there is certainly no quicker method than an attempt at the Pillar from Ennerdale
Valley, Napes eedle, Scawfell Pinnacle, or Deep Ghyll.

But for the beginner who wishes IQ prepare himself for the stemer work in the
Alps there are a variety of good climbs. On the W face ofWetherlam there is a bold
cliff that stands between 2 teep gullies. The cliffitselfcan be climbed, and in winter
either of the gullies would allord a good hour's hard step-cutting. JUSt now after
the late snow-storm the mountaineer would have the excitement of cutting through
a snow-cornice when he arrives at the lOp. The precipice itself is fairly easy. I
happened to find it in vel)' bad condition. All the rocks were sheeted with ice and
extremely dangerous. In one part there was a narrow, steep gully, ending in a fall. It
was full of snow, and looked solid. I had scarcely put my foot on it when the snow
slipped away with a hiss and leh me grabbing at a knob of iced rock that luckily was
small enough for my grasp. This climb, however, in ordinary weather is by no
means diHicult.

SccAj8153.
3 $('eAj 8242.
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The Langdale Pikes. again, ofTer a variety of imeresting and not too difficult
climbs. There is, as every visitor to the Lake Distrin knows, a splendid precipice
that frowns upon the Stickle Tarn. It i called Pa\'ey Ark. The word 'Pavey' ha not
been accounted for by philologists, but 'ark' is the term applied to the huge che t
that lilrmers formerly kept for the storage of their corn-in fact, a bin. The
resemblance of the precipice to a corn-bin is, certainlv, nOI very striking, but
undoubtedly there is resemblance enough for wurd seekers. Along the face of this
cliff there runs a ledge that looks from below hardly wide enough for a cat to stand
upon. However, if an attcmpt is made to climb it, it will be found to be wide
enough for 2 lat mcn walking abreast. Towards the top it tapers olT again, and the
climber will have 10 do a bit of scrambling 10 get on 10 the summit of the precipice.
This i a climb which olfer no difTiculty whatever unless the climber is given 10

attack of giddines , and if that is the ca e there will hardly be any need to tell him
that he has no business there at all.

Thi ledge, however, olfers a muhiwde of good opportunities to the climber. It

runs obliquely across the face of the precipice, but it need not neces arily be
followed throughout its length by the mountaineer who wishes for something a
little more exciting. About hall~way up there runs on to the ledge a chimney
which-when it is not a small waterfall-forms a pleasant climb to some broken
rock above, whence the summit is easily reached' If, however, the water in the
chimney makes it uncomfortable and unpleasant for the climber, he may still arrive
at the lOp of it by choo ing a long bit of steep, mooth rock to the left. There are
two clefts which alToI'd fairly good hand and foot holds, and from there the lOp of
the chimney is attained.

Harrison tickle, the next neighbour of Pavey Ark, i another happy hunting
ground for beginner. There are at least 4 good routes up. There is one to the E
which is fairly difficult. Due S there are 2 or 3 rather steep ghylls that may be
climbed with a certain amoum of ease. But in no case should the climber, even on
the easiest of thesc routes, omit 10 use the rope and take every precaution against
preventable accidents. I say prevel,table, for of course there are occasions
extremely rare, be it observed-when all the forethought and caution in the world
cannot exclude a certain amoulll of danger, but it must be remembered that out of
the list of so-called Alpine accidems 99% are emirely due 10 absolute wam of the
ol-dinary precautions.

Between Harrison Stickle and the Pike 0' Stickle, commonly called the Sugar
loaf, there i a splendid crag that, again, is full of opportunities. The name of this
fine piece of rock is Gimmer Crag, and, although it has the appearance of being

easy, it has the disadvamage of being wet, and therefore more or less dangerous.
However, there are times, even in the Lake Dislrict, when the rain ceases and the
sun shines, and it is then that the limber should gambol upon this crag. The

ugarloaf itself is a very fine peak, that, viewed from the valley, has very much the
appearance of the Monch. It runs down towards the Stake Pass in a spur, which
must be the starting-poim of most of the climbs on this mountain. There is a
curious gully, 100, here which is worthy of the climber's attention. It does not run
from lOp to bonom, but suddenly begins about the middle of the crag. The
dilTiculty is to get at this gully, and some pretty climbing can be obtained in the
attempt. Thc late now-storm and intense cold have had the elTen of putting 10 an
end rock-climbing 101- some shon time.

Now called Gwynne's Chimney.
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